• Roman V Perfin M.P./V is quite common (if you can ever say "common" when talking about Russian perfins). This perfin is exactly like the ones used by the sub-offices, except that the number is a Roman numeral instead of an Arabic one. Stamps with this perfin have only been found with clear bullseye date postmarks of Moscow's 5th expediteya office. Therefore it is obvious that these perfins were used in accordance with the regulations of Circular No. 27 from 18 May 1911.

• Roman VI Perfin M.P./VI exists in four different types:
  - Type 1: Roman numerals are 6.4 mm high. The letter "M" has 11 holes.
  - Type 2: Roman numerals are 6.4 mm high. The letter "M" has 13 holes.
  - Type 3: Roman numerals are 7.6 mm high. The letter "M" has 13 holes.
  - Type 4: The letters "M" and "I" and the Roman numeral "VI" are separated by a perforated cross.

Stamps with all four types of these perfins have only been found with postmarks of cities throughout the Russian Empire. None of these perfins shows a Moscow city postmark. Thus, these perfins were used in accordance with the regulations of Circular No. 22 from 9 April 1910. Obviously office No.VI was a dispatch office for forwarding Russia's internal mail.

• Roman VII The Moscow perfins M.P./VII is quite large and needs a joined pair of stamps attached to show a complete perfin. I have only seen this perfin on a 5-ruble "Armen" stamp and on 3- and 5-ruble Romanov stamps. The postmarks combined with this perfin are in purple ink and have a rectangular form showing the date and the words Pochtomoscow.Pochtamt ("pochtomo" means "received at").

The money order above shows the telegraphic transfer of 50 rubles from Bendin to Moscow. The money transfer is franked with 140 kopeks worth of "Armen" stamps which are postmarked "Bendin Petr. 31.1.14", and bears the perfin of Moscow's dispatch office No. VI. The reverse is stamped with a Moscow postmark. It is dated 2.2.14 by the office for the payment of stamp No.16.

Tsarist postage stamps with Moscow perfins
Perfins of the Moscow post offices are encountered on most denominations of the "Armen" and Romanov stamp issues. An M.P./VI perfin is also known on a semi-postal stamp issued in 1914. For some examples please see the illustrations below.

Romanov issue 1913 with perfin M.P./22
Semi-postal issue 1914-1915 with perfin M.P./VI
Back of the semi-postal stamp
Provisional Government semi-postal stamp issue of 1917 with perfin M.P./22